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The Mission of the Friends of Bright Leaf is to conserve and enhance
Bright Leaf and promote the public’s enjoyment, understanding, and
appreciation of this urban jewel.
Lattice Stinkhorn
An unusual mushroom
thrives at Bright Leaf
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Preserve
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Winter becomes
Spring... and then a
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President’s Letter
As I write this note at the end of May, I’ve had
around three inches of rain near my house in the
Bull Creek watershed over the past three days.
And I expect Bright Leaf received a similar
amount. Some places in Austin received around
five inches. I know the plants and animals at Bright
Leaf are very happy about that, as am I.
On the spring hikes we have seen some nice
wildflower displays. I especially noted prolific
numbers of Cedar Sage and Drummond’s Skullcap,
two of our very attractive wildflowers in the mint
family. And with these recent rains, I expect some
more nice displays for late spring and early
summer.
I’d like to take a moment to say thanks to all the
friends that give to Bright Leaf in the form of
volunteering or donations. Your generosity helps to
sustain our unique preserve and is much appreciated!
On each hike we always seem to see something new and interesting. If you haven’t been in a while (or even if you have),
please come out and join us on one of the regular monthly hikes.
Friends of Bright Leaf

Bill Dodd
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A Summer Greeting
Nancy Woolley

Although things at the preserve slow
down in the hot summertime there is still
lots to see. Even in the heat, there are
flowers in bloom. The pink flowers above
are the Mountain Pink which are a real
treat to see and can be found uphill from
the rock quarry area. The white flower to
the left is the Texas Milkweed, related to
Butterflyweed, which is orange. Our
Monarch butterflies are dependent on all
milkweeds, so it is lovely to see our local
native Asclepias texana doing so well near
the western trail sign of one and three.
Have a good summer!

Friends of Bright Leaf
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In the last year I’ve been on hikes
twice where we saw a very
striking mushroom species
growing near one of the trails at
Bright Leaf. This trail is at the
lower elevation of the preserve,
near Dry Creek. The canopy is
heavy here, and remains moist a
good while after we’ve had some
rain.
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Lattice Stinkhorn
Bill Dodd

The mushroom is striking in
appearance, with a pink stalk
and a latticed cap. I don’t know
mushrooms very well, but I have
a copy of a good book on Texas
mushrooms that I used to look
this species up. It is in the
“stinkhorn” family of
mushrooms (order Phallales,
family Phallaceae) and one of the
common names for the species
we saw is Stalked Lattice
Stinkhorn. The scientific name is
Lysurus periphragmoides.
This family of mushrooms gets the common name “stinkhorn”
based on the stinky odor they emit and their often horn-shaped
appearance. The smell has been described variously as “fetid”,
“putrefying” and “as of something dead and well into decay.”
The smell intensifies as the spore mass is exposed to air and
when very fresh, the odor will be less intense and may even be

described as “sweet.” When we saw the specimens on the trail
at Bright Leaf, I did not detect any aroma. But I also did not get
my nose down very close to it to test. But it was clear that it
was giving off an aroma as a number of flies were coming to it
and landing on the latticed cap. You can see a fly on the cap in
one of the accompanying photos. The flies and other insects
attracted by the odor help to
disperse the spores.
This pantropic species has a wide
distribution and can be found in
Africa, Asia, Australasia, North
America and South America. In
southern North America (including
Texas), it can be found in lawns,
mulch, woods, orchards or other
fertile habitats, usually following
rains.
The stinkhorns are not considered
edible. And with that smell, who
would want to eat them! But they are
an unusual and striking mushroom
to see on a hike following rainy
weather. So keep an eye out for these
fascinating fungi.
For more information on the
mushrooms found in Texas, see Texas
Mushrooms: A Field Guide by Susan
Metzler and Van Metzler.

Friends of Bright Leaf
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The Visitors
Sharon Sparlin

Hyde Park 6th Grade

The little second grader looked at the
creek bed beneath her feet, filled with
uneven lanes where water had worn the
limestone into deep grooves. Slippery
algae and moss were growing there, and
pebbles and cobbles washed down by the
recent rain all made the footing
challenging.
She looked up at me, her face scrunched
in thought.
“Who made this?” she asked. Oddly, she
sounded slightly annoyed.
At first, I didn’t understand her
question. Nobody made this; it just is.
Couldn’t she see that?
So I came up with the answer “Nature
made it”.
She looked back down at the creekbed
she was being asked to traverse.
Friends of Bright Leaf

“Mother Nature?”
“Yes – Mother Nature”, I assured her.
She seemed satisfied with that answer,
and with that, she and her classmates
continued their hike. But I was far from
satisfied.
As we hiked, I thought back to her tone
of annoyance – which didn’t fit for me.
What could she have seen to be annoyed
with? Then it dawned on me. She was
annoyed someone hadn’t made the creek
bed better suited for walking across. It
dawned on me that she might never have
been in a truly natural place before. That
the only “rocks” she might have walked
over were concrete conglomerations
made to resemble a place like this
creekbed – like in a zoo. “Rocks” made to
be traversed easily and safely.

I’ve attended almost every regular hike
for the past year and a half, and have
been the docent “caboose” since
November. In that time I’ve met a wide
variety of people, and learned tiny pieces
of their life-story. I’ve learned that their
hours inside Bright Leaf are special to
them, whether they know it or not at the
time.
On the April Earth Day hike when we
were treated to the blooms of the red
buckeye, even an eco-hydrologist, who
teaches about, and is in this kind of
environment for a living, was impressed
by Mother Nature here. Just five minutes
into the hike, she announced she was
planning to bring her students here to
share it with them.
On another hike, Mother Nature gave a
co-ed a scare big enough that she ran
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Early Spring Red Buckeye tree blooms are a favorite
of hummingbirds

F

Red Buckeye tree seeds forming

back down the trail and erupted into tears. Her friend comforted her, as the rest of the group admired the huge spider about
fifteen feet up, her web slung between two tree tops. In a few moments the girl was ready to continue. I assured her we don’t
see spiders very often, and talked about the upcoming house and cats to get her mind off spiders. Her friend caught my eye and
mouthed a silent thank you to me. And sure enough, she enjoyed the rest of the (spiderless) hike.
One little boy would have loved to get closer to that spider. This 5 year-old had his hand lens out before the hike ever started.
He looked through it at anything he could reach, from the ground to the tree branches from his parent’s shoulder. When he
fixed his lens on some moss next to the trail, he exclaimed “It looks like starfish!” His parents and I just laughed and hurried
him on to join up with the group. At the next day’s hike, I told Bill this story. He didn’t laugh. The little boy had been perfectly
correct; he had been looking at star moss. It was the grownups who had missed learning something.
It’s stories like these which allow me to realize month after month how special this place is. Thank you, Mother Nature, for
making such a place. And thank you to all
those people who’ve allowed such a place
to keep living and growing – inside it’s
boundaries, and in the hearts of the
Visitors.
Sharon Sparlin lives on the edge of Bright Leaf

Zion Lutheran 3rd graders from Walburg near
Georgetown ready for a hike at Bright Leaf
Friends of Bright Leaf

Non-venomous Black-necked Garter snake seen on
a hike
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Winter becomes a busy Spring...
and Here Comes Summer
Nancy Woolley

Beautiful sky over Bright Leaf

Winter was very mild this year and
thankfully spring arrived with at least
some rain. Some of the hikes scheduled
at Bright Leaf this spring were even
rained out and had to be rescheduled.
This is not unusual at this time of year
and with Texas weather, we have to
watch the forecast closely. Thanks to
this rain the visitors who hiked the
preserve’s trails got to see a myriad of
springtime wildflowers.

Bitterweed (Hymenoxys sp.) Yellow
daisy-like flowers. In the parking lot
and along the trail.
Least Daisy aka Dwarf White Aster
(Chaitopappa bellidifolia) Tiny pale
lavender flowers.
Prairie Verbena (Verbena bipinnatifida)
Larger lavender flowers, in the parking
lot area.
Mexican Hat (Ratibida columnaris)
Yellow and maroon flowers in
abundance in the parking lot.

Some of the flowers seen this spring:

Indian Blanket (Gailliardia pulchella)
Also yellow and maroon, but petals out
flat.

Black-Foot Daisy (Melampodium
leucanthum) White flowers, blooming
abundantly along the trails.

Prickly Pear (Opuntia macrorhiza) Large
yellow flowers that bees love.

Cedar Sage (Salvia Roemeriana) Bright
red flowers under ‘cedars’.
Rain Lily (Cooperia pedunculata) White
flowers open after rains.
Friends of Bright Leaf

A perfect Spring day

Red Buckeye (Aesculus Pavia) Red
flowered tree along trail #4.
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Blackfoot Daisy

Escarpment Black Cherry in bloom

Among the groups hiking at Bright Leaf
were: the Sierra Club, Lifetime Learning,
Girl Scout troops, Austin Senior Activity
Center, homeschool groups, a church youth
group, the University of Texas ornithology
class, the Austin Community College native
plants class, Covenant preschool, Hyde Park
6th grade, a Georgetown school 3rd grade,
and various other groups of friends,
families, and out of town visitors who

requested hikes. And, of course everyone
who came out for the regular monthly hikes.
Springtime was also a time of work at Bright
Leaf Preserve. There have been quite a few
workdays to pull out invasive, non-native
plants such as Ligustrum, Nandina, and
Privet. A huge thank you in this ongoing
battle goes to the Friends of Bright Leaf, the
high school Eco-Texas group, and the Austin
Community College native plants classes.

Yellow Bitterweed with Verbena and Least Daisy

This work opens up areas so native plants
get a chance to grow and it also lightens the
fuel load within the preserve. Already we
have seen the positive effect this work has
had on young Red Buckeye, Mexican
Buckeye, and Escarpment Black Cherry
trees in several different areas of Bright Leaf.
We also need to thank the Austin Youth
River Watch group of high school students
who check the water quality of Dry Creek
on a regular basis.

Preserve Director John Mahan clears debris from
the bridge after a heavy Spring rain
Friends of Bright Leaf
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John Mahan clearing debris

Happy homeschool group of hikers
Friends of Bright Leaf
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The Eco-Texas group works to clear invasive plants
from the south end of the preserve

While John Mahan used the chain saw to cut down invasive
plants the Eco-Texas removed the pile of limbs to be disposed of.

Thank you, Eco-Texas

Friends of Bright Leaf
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ACC native plants class
lends a hand!

ACC native plants class and docents Nancy C., Mark, and Rory working hard to remove invasive Ligustrum, Privet, and Nandina

Friends of Bright Leaf
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Often, it is just gloved hands that are needed to lend a hand...

...while at other times basic tools can do the job. Here orange tape marks
the offending invasives which are easily removed with the aid of a tool
called the Weed Wrench.

Friends of Bright Leaf
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A Day at Bright Leaf

Rabbit visits the parking lot

Snapping turtle in (not so) Dry Creek

Nashville Warbler bathes in the creek. Thanks to
our biologist, Joe Beach for the ID
A field of yellow Bitterweed (Hymenoxys) beautifies Bright Leaf
Friends of Bright Leaf
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What is that?
Patricia McGee

At first sight, Pisolithus tinctorius appears to
be a “gift” left by a neighborhood dog.
Commonly referred as “dog turd” this
unique fungus it is hard
to miss yet its disguise
makes most people
want to avoid it. The
photograph above
shows the dogturd as it
sneaks up on us in the
field – small, round,
with a slightly cracked
surface. In the
photograph below, we
see the inner peas-size
compartments that hold
and eventually release
the spores.

Friends of Bright Leaf

Often referred to as false puffballs these
fungi belong to the Schlerodermatales order,
otherwise known as earthballs. In Central

Texas and other parts of the country it is
typically associated with oaks, performing
its role as a mycorrhizal organism helping
tree roots absorb water and in turn
receiving amino acids and sugar
from the tree. Because of these
characteristics Pisolithus tinctorius is
highly prized and utilized for
reforestation projects. Also referred
to as dyemakers puffballs, these
fungi are valued for the varied
shades of gold and brown they can
produce in the wool dying process.
Oh yes, good to know that these
funny looking fungi are not edible!
Reference: Texas Mushrooms: A field
guide By Susan Metzler and Van
Metzler
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Calendar of Events

Hikes

!
!
Jan. - ! Sat. 12 ! July - ! Sat. 13
!
Sun. 13 !!
Sun. 14

All hikes at Bright Leaf Preserve must be
guided hikes.

Feb. - ! Sat. 9 ! Aug. - ! Sat. 10
!
Sun. 10 !!
Sun. 11
Mar. - ! Sat. 9 ! Sept.- ! Sun. 8 *
!
Sun. 10 !!
Sat. 14 *
Apr. - ! Sat. 13 ! Oct. - ! Sat. 12
!
Sun. 14 !!
Sun. 13
May - ! Sat. 11 ! Nov.- ! Sat. 9
!
Sun. 12 !!
Sun. 10
June - ! Sat. 8 ! Dec. - ! Sun. 8 *
!
Sun. 9 ! !
Sat. 14 *
*In September
and December
the second
Sunday comes
the weekend
before the second
Saturday.

F

Monthly Hikes
•

Monthly hikes start at 9:00am.
Please arrive on time. The hike will
be approximately 4 miles long and
last about 2 ½ hours.

•

Meet at the parking lot off 2222 and
Creek Mountain Road. Directions
are on the website.

•

Dress for the weather and bring a
water bottle.

•

No reservation is necessary. You are
welcome to call if you have any
questions.

•

The rocky trails are not suitable for
strollers.

The Friends of Bright Leaf docents are happy
to provide guided hikes monthly and by
special request.

Rules to Remember:
•

All hikes are guided hikes

•

No dogs allowed

•

No bikes

•

No fishing, swimming, or camping

For shorter hikes,
for groups of 10 or
more, or for hikes
on other days, call
512-459-7269 or
email

Scout troops
and others
may be
interested in a
Bright Leaf
Preserve
Patch (right).
Available for
$5 each.
Friends of Bright Leaf
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Thanks to all who help make this
possible...

Photo Credits

Special Thanks To

All images property of Bright Leaf unless
otherwise stated and taken by Nancy Woolley
and BL Volunteers. Bill Dodd, page 1 & 3.
Patricia McGee, page 13.

• The docents who lead our hikes every
month.

Friends of Bright Leaf

• Contributors to Friends of Bright Leaf

How You Can Help?
We always need your help and there
are many ways you can do this
Some of us want to help but don’t always
know how — if you are one of these
people then let us help to discover your
inner volunteer. We need people to help
in every aspect, from leading hikes to
education, from planning events to
teaching children the importance of
nature, from bookkeeping to brochures
and that is just a start. So just contact us
and we will sign you up!

Friends of Bright Leaf

Check out our web site:

“www.brightleaf.org”
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Get Involved
FRIENDS OF BRIGHT LEAF
A 501 (c) (3) non-profit corporation
P.O. Box 27921
Austin, Texas 78755-7921
From time to time a docent training class is offered for people interested in volunteering at Bright Leaf.
Call 512-459-7269 for more information and to reserve a place in the class.
Other volunteer opportunities for individuals or groups may also be available during the year.

Donations to
Bright Leaf Preserve
Donations provide funds to help preserve, maintain, and improve this natural treasure. Please help us assure
that Georgia Lucas’ dream will last many lifetimes.

Suggested donations:
Individual $25 __ ! !

Family $35 __ !

!

!

Supporter $50 __ !

!

!

Sponsor $100 __

Other $ __________

Please make checks payable to “Friends of Bright Leaf”
Check #

NAME(S): _____________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS: ____________________________________________________________________
CITY: ___________________________ STATE: _______________ ZIP: __________________
PHONE: ______________________________________________________________________
E-MAIL: ______________________________________________________________________
SIGNATURE:__________________________________________________________________
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN BEING A DOCENT?__________________________________

The Friends of Bright Leaf will NOT sell or loan membership information with any other entity.

Mail to:
Friends of Bright Leaf
P.O. Box 27921
Austin TX 78755-7921

Friends of Bright Leaf
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